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 True Christianity 

 
Name: ____________________________________   Date: ____________________ 
 
Address: ______________________________________________________________ 
 
This examination is designed to help you review the most important points presented in 
your textbook. The answers will be found in your textbook in the order they are discussed. 
Please pause for a moment, pray, and ask the Lord to deepen these truths in your heart 
and make them life to you during the review. 
 

1. How we use our time, energy, talents and substance depends uniquely upon one 

thing – ______________________________________________________________ 

2. Maintaining a _________________________________________________________ 

after our new birth is essential to inherit the throne and everything else God has 

ordained for our lives. 

3. Rest is: reaching our _____________________________________, experiencing the 

________________________________, and ________________________. 

4. The few years we have upon earth are simply a preparation for _________________. 

5. It is out of our __________________________ with God - knowing God – that we are 

enabled to _________________ our _______________ and reveal Him to the world. 

6. Servants only know their master from a distance.  Friends perceive clearly what he is 

doing and saying.  A bride knows the very heart of her Master. a.  true b.  false 

7. Fulfillment is the direct result of ________________________________ our Creator. 

8. The one thing God desires more than anything else is in the world is a bride who 

____________________________________________________________________ 

9. Our first call is to a ministry. a.  true b.  false 

10. Loneliness can be cured by human love. a.  true b.  false 

11. The foundation of our life must be ________________________________________ 

______________________________________________. 

12. Serious consequences result when people _________________________________ 

__________________ what God is addressing in their lives concerning their motives. 

13. God will overlook and excuse iniquity if we have a mighty ministry. a.  true b.  false 

14. It is unscriptural and dangerous to be _______________. 

15. Real Christianity places us into families for our safety and growth. a.  true b.  false 
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16. Ruling our spirit means saying ____________ to our feelings and natural inclinations. 

17. A Christian is esteemed to be mature by his ________________________. 

18. A new ____________________ changes the way we think and live. 

19. What is the most powerful member of our body? _____________________________ 

20. Righteousness involves our ____________; holiness involves our _______________. 

21. Greatness is determined by ___________________. 

22. When human authorities are being ignored, God is being ignored. a.  true b.  false 

23. Wrong meditations nourish and strengthen _________________________________. 

24. Holiness is related to what we are saying __________________________________. 

25. How we _____________________ ____ determines whether or not we will 

______________________ in our Christian life. 

26. God does not honor __________________________________ if we are not honoring 

__________________________________, and that involves __________________. 

27. The Lord warns that the cares, riches, and pleasures of this world _______________ 

the __________________________________________________. 

28. The way to victory is to first understand that we deserve ______________________. 

29. Thankfulness conditions us to ____________, and leads us unto _______________. 

30. The theme of Proverbs is “_____________________________________________”. 

31. The Prosperity message has failed largely because the emphasis has been on what 

_________________________________ without any emphasis on a _________ life. 

32. Love is the opposite of _________________________. 

33. If we _________________________ to Him and ___________________ His voice, a 

transformation takes place in our hearts. 

34. It is possible to have unity or fellowship if we are evading the light.  

 a.  true b.  false 

35. All sins involve our relationships with others and God. a.  true b.  false 

36. Light precedes _______________. 

37. Satan is powerful only where he is hidden or disguised as another. a.  true b. false 

38. Paul put aside _________________________ and all _________________________ 

in order to serve and rescue fallen man. 

39. Wasting time is the same as wasting life. a.  true b.  false 

40. We must do everything ourselves. a. true b.  false 
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41. Good and legitimate things can hinder us from divine fruitfulness. a. true b.  false 

42. A mature Christian realizes that he also is ____________________ of falling into sin. 

43. Release never comes until we are ______________________________ of our need. 

44. Our calling is to be “___________________________________________________”. 

45. Match the fruits of the Spirit with the strength which they give: 
_____ 1.  love a. strength to be calm in storms 
_____ 2.  joy b. strength to do what is morally right 
_____ 3.  peace c. strength not to retaliate, verbally or physically 
_____ 4.  longsuffering d. strength to put others first 
_____ 5.  gentleness e. strength to overcome the world, Satan, and trials 
_____ 6.  goodness f. strength to endure difficulties and delays 
_____ 7.  faith g. strength not to indulge 
_____ 8.  meekness h. cleanses and heals our spirit 
_____ 9.  temperance i. strength to be kind 

46. The mark we are to hit in life is to come to glory. a.  true b.  false 

47. We start to enter into glory when others can behold Christ in us. a.  true b.  false 

48. God’s glory is revealed to the ______________________________________ seeker. 

49. Only the _____________________________ obtain the promises and come to glory. 

50. What is maturity based upon? ___________________________________________ 

51. If we are not moving on in our Christian walk, then we are not growing and we are 

sinning. a.  true b.  false 

52. Real grace teaches us _________________________ ungodliness and worldly lusts. 

53. Grace supplies us with the necessary power ________________________________ 

________________________________.  Scripture: __________________________ 

54. By ______________________________________________________, people resist 

God and cut off the flow of grace. 

55. Whatever is poured into us ________________________________ our whole being. 

56. Abundance of grace is imparted to those who are in __________________________ 

_______________________. 

57. Grace is given to the lowly and to the sincere. a.  true b.  false 

58. Our continual meditations are an indicator of what we ________________________. 

59. Worldly riches, money, and possessions are the lasting riches. a.  true b. false 

60. What two basic things can we take into the life to come? 

1.  ______________________________ 2.  _______________________________ 

61. In the _______________________________, we are forged into the image of Christ. 
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62. The mansions in heaven for the believers are all the same. a.  true b.  false 

63. Rewards will be according to our _______________. 

64. Superior knowledge produces superior __________________________ in Christians. 

65. Joy is God’s gift to a man who is _________________________________________ 

66. Joy ushers us into ___________________ and ____________________. 

67. What verse promises us treasures of darkness? _____________________________ 

68. Every believer participates in the first resurrection. a.  true b.  false 

69. What makes us strong and stable and at peace? 

  a.  the love of God b.  the faith of God’s Son c.  the foundation of the Bible 

70. Life should revolve around seeking the approval of our ________________________ 

_____________________ and to know His __________ which surpasses knowledge. 

71. Great character always does what is _____________, even when in _____________. 

72. To win Christ is to have _____________________________. 

73. Christianity does not work if we are _______________________________________. 

74. It costs something to have ______________________________________________. 

75. Sacrifice is not a _________________________ for something God is requiring of us. 

76. What kind of sacrifice was and is God interested in? 

_____________________________________________________ 

77. God will only accept our sacrifice _______________________ He has chosen for us. 

78. The safest place on earth is in the ________________________________________. 

79. Right responses to injury give us ________________________________ over Satan. 

80. Depression and discouragement can be resisted by the sacrifice of ______________. 

81. Match the sacrifices in our lives to their corresponding offerings: 
_____ 1.  the head a. our affections and passions 
_____ 2.  the fat b. our walk, the places we go 
_____ 3.  the inwards c. our thoughts and opinions 
_____ 4.  the legs d. our energy and strength 

82.  Those who do not invest anything will not reap any reward. a.  true b.  false 

83. A broken spirit is that quality of spirit where _________________, _______________ 

and _____________________ have been removed from our inner life. 

84. Hell is for the ______________________. 

85. It is essential to be rooted, grounded, strengthened and settled in order to endure to 

the end. Scriptures:  1.  _____________ 2.  _____________ 3.  _____________ 
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86. The spoil is only divided amongst the strong, the overcomers. a. true b.  false 

87. _____________________________ energy and time are often expended because of 

the absence of ______________________. 

88. The promise of coming to _____________________________________ depends on 

“_________________________________________________”. 

89. Personal failure helps to ________________ criticism and hardness from our hearts. 

90. Satan is allowed to test us when we make bold declarations. a.  true b.  false 

91. A hallmark of strength and character is ____________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________. 

92. Blessings are easier to handle than difficulties. a.  true b.  false 

93. What should our attitude toward earthly possessions be?  

“___________________________________________________________________” 

94. Many doors that God closes are simply ____________________________________. 

95. Delays are purposed by God to reveal our _________________________________. 

96. God gives us fears to make us humble. a.  true b.  false 

97. “But I keep under my body, and bring it into subjection: lest that by any means, when 

I have preached to others, I myself should be a ______________” (1 Cor. 9:27; KJV). 

98. The man who is confident in himself and self-reliant, does not __________________. 

99. When a truth is overemphasized, it becomes error. a.  true b.  false 

100. When serious sin is glossed over, it ____________________ throughout the Church. 

101. It is possible to love people into hell. a.  true b.  false 

102. One _________________________________________ can destroy a whole church. 

103. Reproofs and punishments are _________________________, not _____________. 

104. Joy is a result of Christ dwelling ___________________________ as a spring of life. 

105. Why did Solomon lose the presence of God? ________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________ 

106. We keep our wells unstopped by maintaining a ______________________________. 

107. When people have _______________ peace in the wayward path they have chosen, 

it is often the result of __________________________________________________. 

108. Longsuffering denotes patience under continual __________________________ and 

__________________________. 

109. It takes strength to be _______________________. 
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110. Goodness is rooted in _______________________________________________. 

111. Meekness takes no ________________________ in thought or in deed. 

112. Repentance is a spirit that comes upon men and women to ________________ their 

_________________ and to ____________________________________________. 

113. A true spirit of repentance has no _________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________. 

114. Criminals often get away with their crimes. a.  true b.  false 

115. Restoration takes time. a.  true b.  false 

116. The object of Christianity is to make us blameless, without offense. a.  true b.  false 

117. True guidance ceases when man refuses to acknowledge his sin. a.  true b.  false 

118. We are released from bondage as we compare ourselves with others and find areas 

where we are not as bad as they are. a.  true b.  false 

119. What is the key to marching forward in the Christian walk? 

  a.  a repentant spirit b.  walking in peace c.  remaining in the wilderness 

120. Faith and belief are the same thing. a.  true b.  false 

121. The greatest obstacle to receiving the blessings of God is a ____________________, 

_________________________________________. 

122. ______________________ is often the reason our prayers are not answered. 

123. The inspired scriptures can become error when they are _______________________ 

___________________________________________________________________. 

124. Logos is the quickened word; rhema is the written Word of God. a.  true b.  false 

125. Faith is confidence in God. a.  true b.  false 

126. Caleb and Joshua __________________, resulting in a _______________________ 

heart and _______________________________________ - which led to divine faith. 

127. One of the signs of losing our ____________________ in the Spirit is exchanging our 

___________________________ for _________________________________ . 

128. Sometimes God is ______________________. 

129. Relying on a set of principles is a ______________________ of the Lord as our king. 

130. The kind of music we listen to or play says much about the _____________________ 

of our _________________ and our ______________________________ with God. 

131. The very first duty of man is to _____________________ 

132. God can refuse our sacrifice.  Scripture: _________________________ 
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133. God rewards our worship by __________________________ to us a part of Himself. 

134. Match the following with their true definition: 
_____ 1.  to petition God a. to be occupied with Him 
_____ 2.  to praise God b. to be occupied with our needs 
_____ 3.  to worship God c. to be occupied with His blessings 

135. Right music is a key to ___________________ and a __________________ church. 

136. The health of the Church at any time in history has always been related to the quality 

of _________________________________________________________________. 

137. Satan’s greatest desire is _______________________________________________ 

and he uses ______________________________________________. 

138. It is wrong to try to bring in God’s presence by ______________________________. 

139. Good, anointed music should affect our __________ first, then our _________, then 

our ____________. 

140. Worship becomes a noise when the ____________ is reigning instead of _________. 

141. Liberty can destroy us. a.  true b.  false 

142. Confinements are bondages which must be broken. a.  true b.  false 

143. Spiritual prisons are the ___________ of God and can be our __________________. 

144. Captivity is a necessary ingredient for being ___________________________ to the 

________________ of the Son of God. 

145. True freedom is when sin does not have _________________________ over us. 

146. God sets His people free so that they may be able to ________ and ___________ . 

147. It is a great danger to not have any more problems or enemies. a.  true b.  false 

148. God gives people over to bondage, slavery or oppression for what three reasons? 

1.  to _______________________ them 2.  to ________________________ them 

3.  to ____________________________ 

149. A beautiful pearl is formed by years of prolonged __________________, not 

_________________________________________________. 

150. Fear hinders many from doing the ________________________________________. 

151. Having no fear is the trademark of the wise. a.  true b.  false 

152. Christ purposely veiled truth from some. a.  true b.  false 

153. A man has peace within himself when his ________________ is ________________. 

154. What is the opposite of wisdom? _________________________________________ 
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155. Divine mercy shows compassion to the one who is in trouble, even when his 

predicament is _______________________________________________________. 

156. Favoritism is ___________________ love and bears _________________ fruit. 

157. What works count? ____________________________________________________ 

158. Success is measured by whether or not we have accomplished the will of God for our 

lives. a.  true b.  false 

159. Success is also measured by demonstrating the spiritual gifts and having the 

anointing of God. a.  true b.  false 

160. Doing the ____________ of God is even more important than __________________ 

the ________________________ of God. 

161. Every person will spend eternity either in ______________________________ or the 

________________________________________. 

162. Every one who uses the name of Christ is a Christian. a.  true b.  false 

163. Times of testing reveal the level of one’s _____________________________. 

164. The same things a man looks for in a woman, ______________________________. 

165. The privilege of reigning with Christ is reserved only for the overcomers. 

 Scripture references: ___________________________________________________ 

166. Where does the anointing come from? _____________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________ 

167. To be Christ’s Bride we must fulfill the qualifications. a.  true b.  false 

168. “Can two walk together except they be ___________________?” 

169. Sometimes the Lord is not welcome in His own Church. a.  true b.  false 

170. A person who is bored is without ____________________ or __________________. 

171. The five foolish virgins had no oil because of a ____________________ relationship. 

172. The Lord will not have a ________________________________________________. 

173. A priest with a blemish was limited in his __________________________ to God and 

in his _______________________ to others. 

174. A fresh vision strikes a ______________________________________ in our hearts. 

175. Marriage is a covenant that cannot be broken except by death. a.  true b.  false 

176. It is imperative to ________________________ what God loves and what He abhors. 

177. We must test the source of all spiritual manifestations. a.  true b.  false 

178. God will not choose a bride who is unreliable and untrustworthy. a.  true b.  false 
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179. Anointed words cannot be lost. a.  true b.  false 

180. ________________________________ leaves a person because of moral impurity. 

181. Christ has made provision for a wayward, sinful nature. a.  true b.  false 

182. A spiritual dwarf is one who never grows up. a.  true b.  false 

183. Never ___________________, __________________, or ______________ anyone. 

184. “…Out of your own mouth _________________________________...” (Lk. 19:22). 

185. Holiness depends upon what we __________________________. 

186. We can wound others by our moods. a.  true b.  false 

187. Doing the will of God ensures that we will have fruit that remains. a.  true b.  false 

188. Unity in the Church begins with unity in the ________________. 

189. Unity begins in each ___________________________________________________. 

190. Each time we obey the truth, there is a transformation in our lives. a.  true b.  false 

191. Longsuffering is __________________________ and forbearance tolerates annoying 

flaws in others _______________________________________________________. 

192. The greatest enemy of unity is the ________________________________________. 

193. Truth is not supposed to bring division, but unity. a.  true b.  false 

194. Match the components of the anointing oil with their corresponding meaning: 
_____ 1.  myrrh a. gentleness 
_____ 2.  cinnamon b. tears 
_____ 3.  calamus c. goodness 
_____ 4.  cassia d.  peace 
_____ 5.  olive oil e. meekness 

195. What is the bond of perfectness? a.  love b.  joy c.  peace d.  patience 

196. There is a difference between loving God and waiting for Him. a.  true b.  false 

197. How we treat people is the way we treat God. 

  Scripture: __________________________________________ 

198. The way to succeed in life and come into the inheritance we have been promised by 

God is by staying on God’s path for our life through __________________________. 

199. A __________________________________________ is what destroys relationships. 

200. There are many preachers but few _____________________________ 


